
Chaplain Rob Sugg 

 
              Whoever lives by the truth comes into the light, so that it may be seen plainly  

                                that what they have done has been done in the sight of God.  - John 3:21   

 
 

 

12 March 2021 

 

 

Ladies & Gentlemen; Friends & Family, 

 

I am writing this letter as a warning of what is about to come. Most of us have been about our business 

while trusting that our elected and corporate elites have not given away the store. Unfortunately it is 

much worse than we can imagine. I ask that we pick our heads up for a moment and look at what is 

happening around us. Ignore what we are told. What do we see? 

 

1. The world elite are fully engaged in a cultural and economic reorganization they call “The Great 

Reset” and “Building Back Better.”  

 

2. At the exact same time of the “The Great Reset” a mysterious virus of mysterious origin was 

released from a Chinese Communist Party (CCP) laboratory in Wuhan Province, China. The 

CCP immediately banned all internal flights while encouraging external flights. 

 

3. The World Health Organization (WHO) is fully controlled by the CCP, which has been advising 

our Center for Disease Control (CDC) and the illustrious Dr. Fauci, who in turn is a friend of Bill 

Gates, the creator and chief promoter of „The Vaccine”. Bill Gates is a public figure in the 

Eugenics and Depopulation movements. 

 

4. All of our mainstream media are controlled by the same 6 billionaire corporations. There is 

ample evidence that they are lying in unison about all things Election and COVID.  

 

5. There is much evidence of massive election fraud during the 2020 election which has been 

rabidly covered up by the corporate mainstream media and big tech (Facebook, Youtube, 

Twitter, etc.). The fraud involves millions of votes. I have researched the evidence, much of 

which I have placed here:  www.truthforthesoul.com.  It is undeniable for anyone who looks. 

Half of all Americans rightly believe that the election was stolen. 

 

6. The usual suspects of the WHO (CCP), CDC, Gates, Fauci and corrupt politicians have been 

using their positions to maneuver the free world into accepting the Gates‟ vaccine that is neither 

fully tested nor fully approved by the FDA.   

 

7. There is no peer-reviewed scientific evidence that public masking is effective in limiting the 

virus. None. The most recent CDC study shows a 0.5% decrease in virus transmission; not even 

outside the margin of error. Therefore the newest CDC study shows masking has ZERO effect. 

http://www.truthforthesoul.com/
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8. The sum total of the CCP virus release, and the Leftist (Marxist) draconian governmental 

response, and the corporate media screaming „Fire!‟ in the proverbial crowded theater has 

crippled the economies of the free world and placed the free world‟s citizens on house arrest. 

 

9. The preponderance of evidence clearly leads any reasonable observer to conclude that Joseph 

Biden is not in control of his „elected‟ position as POTUS. This begs the question: Who is 

running the show? Actually. W.H.O is running the show! 

 

10. Last night, Joseph Biden took the podium and stated “We will issue further guidance on what 

you can and cannot do once fully vaccinated.” The clear implication of Biden‟s statement is that 

all Americans are expected be receive the series of injections, the restrictions of our civil liberties 

will not end once we have received the injection, and those that refuse the injection will pay 

dearly. 

 

11. Oh – Hell - No! 

 

12. For those of us who need a reminder, this is exactly what the Nazi‟s did to the Jews: Civil 

liberties were restricted “for their health”. Then those singled out as not worthy or not playing 

ball were publically shamed, rounded up and „Disappeared‟. Not happening? Open your eyes. 

 

In closing, the proof of every statement I made is readily available to anyone who is willing to push past 

the corporate media‟s wall of silence and shame to look for ourselves. After all, these are just “baseless”, 

“unfounded”, “not proven” “conspiracy theories”. If you wish a starting point you may go here: 

www.truthforthesoul.com.  

 

We are at war with the Chinese Communist Party and the Global Elite. 

 

Arise O sleeper and awake from the dead… 

 

 

 

Chaplain Rob Sugg, USAF (Retired) 

 www.truthforthesoul.com 
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